
Laser Tag Manual 

 

 
Usage: 

 

1. Turn on the power, the screen show alternately the different team letters and the voice prompts: 

Show “H-50” and play sound “Red Team”, pull the TRIGGER to start a new game as the red team. 

Show “L-50” and play sound “Blue Team”, pull the TRIGGER to start a new game as the blue team. 

Show “U-50” and play sound “Green Team”, pull the TRIGGER to start a new game as the green team. 

“50” is the player ID, you can use the remote to change it. After be hit by opponent, the screen will show the 

team letter and ID of the player that hit you. 

2. Pull the TRIGGER to fire with vibration and gunshot sound, the rounds remaining that the screen shows will 

reduce, when the value become “00”, you can’t fire. 

Press the RELOAD button to simulate removing an empty (or partial) clip and replacing it with a full clip (30 

Rounds). During reloading (1 Second), the screen shows the following game data in turn:  

Team Letter and Player ID, Clips Consumed, Health Points. 

3. Be hit by opponents, the tagger will vibrate and scream, during the hit delay (3 Seconds), the screen will 

show the team letter and ID of the opponent that hit you, you are effectively “Locked Out”, you cannot fire or 

receive further hits. Be hit many times, when the health points reduce to zero, you cannot fire once more, 

you are “Tagged Out” (dead). 

4. If you restart the tagger to try to cheat, you hit other players, their health points are not deducted, and on 

the contrary, the voice prompts “Cheating”. Because of this feature, all players must start game at the same 

time (within 3 minutes), otherwise, the player will be excluded from the current game. 

 

Usage With Remote: 

 

1. Turn on the power, If tagger make the prompt sounds, press the UNLOCK button to stop it (do it only once). 

The screen will show the default team letter and ID. 

2. Use the team buttons (RED, BLUE, GREEN) to assign tagger to a default team (do it only once).  

3. Press START button to start a new game. START button will be the most frequently used for the remote. 

 



 

 

Display Screen: 

 

� Team Letter and Player ID, e.g. H-50 =Red Team and Tagger No. 50 

Letter H = Red Team; Letter L = Blue Team; Letter U = Green Team. 

Every tagger must be set to a unique player ID, so that when you are hit, you can know who hit you. 

� Clips Consumed (Four-digit Number), e.g. 0220, you have consumed 220 clips so far. 

� Health Points (Minus and Three-digit Number), e.g. -006, health points are 6. 

� Rounds Remaining (Two-digit Number), e.g. 30, there are 30 rounds left in current magazine. 

� Screen shows “End”. 

In the following case: Health Points is “0”; Game Timeout; Game Paused 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Setting Range And Factory Setting: 

 

Remote Button 
  

 Parameter Name Min Max Default Value 

LIFE Health Points 1 100 100 

DAMAGE Damage 0 15 1 

ARMOR Armor 0 200 0 

HITDLY Hit Delay(Second) 0 30 3 

ID Player ID 1 100 50 

CLIPS Clips Carried 0 200, 0(Unlimited) 0(Unlimited) 

RATE Laser Fire Rate 1 200 90 

FLASH Brightness of Hit LED 0(Always Off) 200(Always On) 50 

RANGE Laser Shoot Range 0(Farthest) 9(Nearest) 0 

TIME Game Time(Minute) 1 200,0(Unlimited) 0(Unlimited) 

RED BULE GREEN Default Team Red Team 

FRIEND UNFRD Friendly Fire Or Unfriendly Fire Mode Friendly Fire 

LOCK UNLCK Lock Or Unlock Mode Unlock  

OUTDOR INDOOR Outdoor Or Indoor Mode Outdoor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Remote Manual    

    
    

Notice:    

� Remote use two AAA batteries, please remove the batteries if remote will not be used for a long time. 

� Remote transmit invisible IR signal, but you can observe them via phone camera. 

� Use remote to edit settings, the tagger must power on. When a parameter is successful set, the tagger will 

restart. Complete all setting before being used. Parameters are set only once, they are permanently available 

whether or not to remove power. 

� When editing parameters, the display screen shows the previous value at first. New input value must be 

between the min and max value, otherwise, invalid value will be cleared automatically. 

� Press the “RESET” button to restore factory settings. 

� Press the “CHECK” button to switch between Chinese sounds and English sounds. 

 

    

 



Referee 

 

Start Game:     Restart player – clear all data. 

End Game:      Force player to end player – clear data. 

Pause Game:    Pause player – no change to all stats. 

Resume Game:  Start a “paused” player – no change to all stats. 

 

Option 

 

Friendly Fire or Unfriendly Fire: 

For Friendly Fire, players can only be hit by opponents (Different Team ID).  

For Unfriendly Fire, players can receive hits from both their opponents (different Team ID) and their teammates 

(Same Team ID). Unfriendly Fire should be set during “free-for-all” games (No Teams). 

Lock Gun or Unlock Gun: 

For Unlock Gun, turn on the power, the screen show alternately the different team letters and the voice prompts, 

you can use TRIGGER to start new game. 

For Lock Gun, turn on the power, the screen only show the default team letter and player ID, you must use 

“START” button of the remote to start new game. 

Indoor or Outdoor: 

This option sets the power (and range) of the Infrared Emitter.  

Indoor environments should use indoor mode to limit reflections and “bounce shots” from walls and objects. 

 

Parameters 

 

Team ID :  Assigning players to teams enables use of the Friendly Fire feature. 

Life :  Initial Health Points.  

Damage:  Sets how many Health Points will be deducted from the opposing player when they are hit. 

With this “Variable Damage” feature, it is possible can configure different taggers in a game to inflict different 

amounts of Damage. This allows you to simulate different weapon types or calibers; so that “larger” weapons 

(e.g. a Sniper Rifle) can do more damage a “smaller” weapon (e.g. an SMG). 

Armor:  Every Hit decreases your Armor value by “1”. If you start with “5” armor points, then after 5 hits, your 

Armor is depleted (“0”). Armor reduces the value of all hits by 1/2 (regardless of Damage value).  

Rate:  Sets the Rate of Fire.  

Flash Time:  Sets the brightness of sensor LEDs on the vest or the hat. The greater Flash Time is, the brighter 

sensor LEDs are.  

Hit Delay:  Sets the delay after being hit by an opponent. During the Hit Delay, the player cannot fire or receive 

further hits. 

Clips:  This is the total number of Clips carried. Can also be set to unlimited Clips. 30 Rounds each Clip. 

Player ID:  Each tagger should be set to a unique Player ID in the same team. 

Game Time Limit: 

Range:  The Range parameter and the option of Indoor and Outdoor use the different hardware method to 

affect the power (and range) of the Infrared Emitter.  

When using the outdoor mode and the Range of “0” level, tagger’s firing distance is farthest. 

When using the Indoor mode and the Range of “9” level, tagger’s firing distance is nearest. 

After testing, the Indoor mode and the Range of “7” level, tagger gets good effect in the indoor arena. 

Note that the effects of the Range parameter are much more profound when using the Indoor mode.  

And this requires some experimentation to determine the ideal settings for your environment. 

 

 


